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INTRODUCTION 

I~ is well. known that  breeders find di~c~flt.y in selecting simultaneously for all the 
qualities desired in a stooI~ of animals or plants. Th~s is pa rdy  due to the fact tha t  it m ay  
be impossible to secl~re the desired phenotype with the genes available. But, in addition, 
especially in slowly breeding animals such as cattle, one camlot cull even hal{" the fen]ales, 
even though only one in a hundred of them combines the various quali~ies desired. 

The situation with respect to natm'al selection is comparable. Kermack (1954) showed 
that characters which are positively correlated in time m @  be negatively correlated at 
any particular horizon. The genes available do not allowthe production of organisms which 
are advanced in respect of both characters. In this l)aper I shall t ry  to make quanti tat ive 
the fairly obvious statement tha t  natural selection cannot occur with great intensity for a 
number of characters at once unless l~hey happen to be controlled by the .same genes. 

Co,sider a wel]-investigated example of natural selection, the spread of the dominant 
ea~'bona~'ia gent through the population o~ Biston bet~daria in a large area of England 
(Kettlewell, 1956a, b). Until about 1800 the original light type, which is inconspicuous 
against a back~onnd  of pale lichens, was fitter than the mutant  ca~'bo~c~'ia d~e to a gent  
C. Then, as a result of smoke pollution, lichens were killed in industrial regions, and the 
tree trunks on which the moths rest during the day -were more or less completely 
blackened. The cc moths became more conspicuous ~han Cc or CC and the frequency of 
the gent C increased, so that  cc moths are now rare in poiluted areas. Dm'ing the process 
of selection a gre~t many cc moths were eaten by birds. Kett]e~ell (I956b) showed ~hat 
the frequency of the more conspicuous phenotype may be halved in a single day. 

Now if t]? e change of environment had been so radical tha t  ~en other independently 
inherited characters had been subj cos to selection of the same intensity as that  for colon',  
oxfly (�89 or one in 102~, of the original genotype wonld have sarvived. The species would 
presumably have become extinct. On the other ha~id, it could well have stu'vived ten 
selective episodes of comparable intensity occurring in different centuries. We see, then, 
tha t  natural  selection must not be too intense. In what  follows I shall t ry  to estimate the 
effect of natural  selection hi depressing the fitness of a species. 

The principal unit process in evolution is the substitution o:[" one gent for another at  the 
same locus. The substitution of a new gent order, a dnplieation, a deficiency, and so on, is a 
:formally similar process. .For t]~e new order behaves a,s a unit  like a gent in inheritance. 
The substitution of a maternally inherited self-reproducing cytoplasmic factor by  a diL 
ferent such factor is form.ally similar to the substitntion of a gent by another gene in a 
haploid or of a gent pair by  another gene pair in a self-fertilized diploid. I shall .show tlhat 
�9 the number of deaths needed to carry o [tt Shis unit process by  selective snrvivall is indepen- 
den~ of the intensity of selection over a wide range. 
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Natural selection may be defined as follows in a poptflation where generatio~s az'e 

separate. The animals in a pop~dation are classified as early as possible in. their life cycle 
for phenotypio characters or for genotypes. Some of thsm become parents of the next 
generation. A. ilctitious population of paren:ts is then oonst{tuted, in which a parm~rt of 
~-~ proge~ly (counted at the same age as the previous generation) is counted '~ ~imes. i f  the 
sex ratio is not tmity a suitable correction must be made. If  generations overlap Fisher's 
(t930) reproductive value can be k~sed instead of a count of offspring. Nurtural selection is 
a statement of the fact that  the fictitious parental popNation differs signNcan:tty born the 
pop~ffation from wlfich it was clra~a. ?"or e~ample, with respect to any particular 
metrical character it may differ as regards the meals, varia~lee, and. other moments. 
A difference in means is ealted a selective differential (Lush, 1954). 

Selection may be genotypie or phenotypic. Phenotypic selection may or may not  result 
in genotypic selection. By definition it does not do so in. a pure line. Nor need it do so in a 
genetically heterogeneous poptflation. I f  underfed individuals are smaller tha~ the mean, 
an.d also on an average yield less progeny as a restflt of premattu'e death or inJ~ertility, 
ths3:e is phenotypic selection against small size. Bat  this could be associated with gent- 
typic selection for small, size, if organisms whose genotypes disposed them to small size 

were less damaged by hunger. 
In what follows I shall consider genotypie selection; tha t  is to say, selection in which 

some genotypes are more frequent in the parental population than in the population 

from which it was d~awn. 
We can measure the intensity of ~atl~ral selection as follows. First let us consider 

selection by juvenile survival . .For any range of phe~o~ypes there is a phenotype with 
optimal survival, s 0, compared with S in the whole p opNation, sad similarly for a range of 
genoVpes whietl includes the whole population. The intsnsRy of selection is defined 
(Haldans, 195~) as I = l n  (so/8). Thus Kern & Yenrose (I951) found that  about 95.5 ~/o Of 
all babies born in a London district and 98-5 % of those weighing 7.5-8-5 lb. survived 
birth ancl the first month of life : s 0 = 0'985, S = 0-955, t =  0-0g. The notion is even simpler 
for genotypes where they ea~ in fact be distinguished. If  all genotypes had survivecl as 
well as the optimal genotype, s o individuals would hays survived for every N which did so. 
That is to say, of the 1 ~ S deaths, ~0- S were selective. When a 0 and S are nearly equal, 

I = s 0 - N  approximately. 
I f  selection is measured by comparing the parental population with the one from which 

it is derived, suppose that  a number of genotypes are distingtfished. Let[fr be the frequency 
of the r th genotype in the original population, iv  its frequency in the parental population: 

Let f. ~.f~ 1 be maximal when r = 0. The 0th gsnotype is called the optimal. I f  all genotypes 
had been as well represented in the parental population it wmtld have contained F0f0 -1 
individuals for every one which it contained in. fact. Thus the intensity of selection is 

I = in ('Yo/fo). 
I t  is convenient to think of natural selection provisionally in terms of juvenile deaths. 

I f  it  acts in this way, by killing off th.e less 5:t genotypes, we shall calc~flate how many 
must be killed while a new gent is spreading through a population. This supplemen:ts my 
eaKier caleu]ation (ttaldane, 19~7) as to the effect of variation on fitness. I pointed out 
that,  in a stable population, genetic variation was mainly due to mutation and to the 
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lesser fitness of' homozygotes at certain loci. I Ca].eulated that each of these agencies might 
lower the mean fitness of a species by abmrb 5-10 %. In face the effect of sublethal homo- 
zygotes is much greater than this in su& organisms as #rosophiaa subobscu~'a and 
D. pseado-obseura. I did not deal with the dynamic effect of Darwinian natural selection 
in lowering s 

Loss of fitness in genotypes whose frequency is being lowered by natztral sdectio=, will 
have different effects on the population according to the stage of the life cycle at which it 
occurs, and the ecology of the species concerned. I= some species the faik~e of a few eggs 
or seeds to develop will have little effect on the capacity of the species for increase. This is 
perhaps most obvious in such polytokous animals as mice, where a considerable prenatal 
elimination occurs even when no lethal or sublethal genes are se~egating. But we can 
judge of the effect of elimination of a fraction of seeds from 8alisbttry's (1942, p. 2al) 
conclusion that ~for eeologically eomparable species, the magnitude of the reproductive 
capacity is associated with the frequency and abundance of which it is probably one of 
the determining factors'. ~Failm, e {o germinate lowers the reproductive eapaci V.  But 
death or sterility at a later stage is probably more serious in species whose members 
compete with one another for food, space, light and so on, or where overcrowd!rag 
favours the prevalence of disease. 

Nstm'al selection, or any other agency which lowers viability or .fertility, lowers the 
reproductive capacity of a species. This is sometimes called its 'natural rate of/nerease', 
but this expression is ul~'ortun.ate, since in nature a poptdation very rarely increases at 
this rate. Hald~ae (1956~) pointed out ~hat in those parts of its habitat where climate, 
food, and so on are optimal., the density of s species is usuaIly controlled by negative 
density~dependent factors, such as disease promoted by overcrowding, eompetitio~ for 
food, and space, and so on. tn such areas a moderate fall in reproductive capacity has little 
effect on the density. In exceptional cases, such as eontroi by a parasite affecting ao other 
species, it can even increase the density (Nieholson & Bailey, 1935). Bug in the par~s of 
the habitat where ~he population is rosiny regulated by density-independent factors 
seth as temperathxre and saliNty, the species can only maintain its nnmbers by 
utilizing its reproductive capacity to /,he full A fall i= reproductive cap~city will 
Iead to the d.isappearance of a species in these marginal areas, except in so far as i t  
is kept up by migration f>om crowded areas. Birch (195'4-) showed very dearly that 
in some cases species with. a similar ecology compete m? the basis of their reproductive 
ealpaci.~ies. 

It must, however, be emphasized that natvLra], selection against denNtyoindependent 
factors is quite efficient in pop cdations conh:oHed by densiby-dependent factors. If  i~ 
some parts of its range Bitten betuh~ria is so commma: as to be con%ro]Ied mainiy by pars- 
sites favor red by overcrowding, selective predation istnot abolished If 90 % of the larvae 
die of disease, the 10 ~/o of imagines which emerge are still liable to be este]) by birds. 
Negative density-d.el_~endent factors must, however, slighdy lower the overaU efficiency of 
.xmtural se.lection in a heterogeneous environment. If  as the result of larval disease d~:te to 
overcrowding the density is act  apprecia.bly higher in a wood containing mainly cc~.rbo~aarir 
than in a wood containing the original type, the spread o:f thegent  C by ruination is 
so:mewbae diminished. 

A serious complication arises in bisexual organisms if the se.lecti~ee killing or steriliza- 
tion is of different intensity in the two sexes, in any pa~~,icular species and environment 
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there is presumably an optimal sex ratio which would give the most rapid possible rate of 
increase. This wotdd be near equality :for monogamous animals, whereas an. excess of 
females might be optimal where a male can mate with many females. But if males are 
smaller than females or have to search for them intensively an excess of males might be 
optimal. There is little reason to thiak that the sex ratio :found i~l nature is closely 
adjusted to the optimum. 

In a species with considerable embryonic or larval competition, and aa excess of males 
above the o]?~imum, the early death of some males might be advantageotm. But even i~ 
this case an increased death-rate of males soon before matLu'ity o:I: during mat~ ' i ty  would 
be of no advantage. Before dying they would have eaten the food which might have 
nourished other members of ~he species, and would have infected them, and so on. There 
seems no good reason why natural selection should fall more heavily on males than. on 
females except in so far as males are haploid or hemizygous. But even if i~ fell wholly on 
~nales, it would not in general be harmless to .the species. 

I shah investigate the following case mathematically. A population is in eqt~llbrium 
under selection and mutation. One or more genes are rare because their appearance by 
mutatioI~ is balanced by natural  selection. A sudden change occurs in the environment, 
for example, pollution by smoke, a change of climate, the hatroduetion of a new food 
sol,roe, predator, or pathogen, and above all migration to a new habitat. I t  will be shown 
later that  the general eo~lclusions are not affected if the change is slow. The species is less 
adapted to the new environment, and its reproductive capacity is lowered. I t  is gradually 
improved as the result of natural selection, But meanwhile a aumber of deaths, or their 
equivalents in lowered fertility, have occurred. I f  selection at the ith selected loons is 
responsible for d~ of these deaths in any generation the reproductive capacity of the 
species will be H ( 1 -  d,~) of ~hat of the optimal genotype, or exp (-Zdx) nearly, if every d,~ is 
small. Thus the intensity of selection approximates to Zd~. 

Let D,~ be the sum of the values of d i over all generations of selection, Jxeglecting the 
very small values when the eliminated gent is only kept in being by mutation. I shall 
show that  D~ depends mainly onp0, the small frequency, at  the time when selection begins, 
of the gent subsequently favoured by natural selection. I shall assume that the frequency 
of the phenotype first kept rare, and later favoured, by  natural selection is abo~tt 10 -~, a 
vane typical for disadvantageous but  not lethal hmnan phe~otypes. If  so i% would b e  
about 5 • 10 -~ for a partially dr wholly dominant gent, and about 0-01 for a fully recessive 
one. The former are probably the more important i~ evolution. Atl the known genes 
responsible for industrial melanism are at least partially dominant, and most gent pairs 
which are responsible for variation of metrical characters in nattLral populations (as 
opposed to laboratory or ' fancy '  mutants) seem to give heterozygotes intemnediate 
between the homozygotes. 

S~ILEOTIO~ IN ]~APLOID~ GLOBAL, OR. SELI~FEII.TILIZilg~ 01RGANIS~RfS~ 01% FOF~ 

IVi~T.~JP~ELLY,u XibT~ERITED C7ffTOPLASiVfIC C~llAI"gAC'i?EIR8 

Let the ~th generation, before selection, occur in the [u 

p~A, q~a, where 2~+~n=  1. 

J~Iere A and a are allelomorphic genes in a haploid, genotypes in clone] or self-fertilizing 



organisms, or different types of cytoplasm. If ].- k of a m~rive for every one of A, then 
~he fract.ion of selective cleaths in the ~h generation is 

Q-~:~,~. (I) 

Also q~-~-i - 1 - I<L~ " 

i -%. " (2) 

I-fence q~ = [I +(I- }~)-~z @o i- ] )]-i which %ends to zei'o with (1 -})% So the tot~l of the 
fractions of selective dea ths  is 

D = le i ~7,~, 

which is finite. %Vhen/~ is small ,  t ak ing  a generat ion as a uni t  of t ime, 

~: -~q(i -q), 

aloproximate]y. This is also ~ue if genei'ations overlap. 8o, approximately, 

D=I~/: qc~t 

s  

1-q 
: - h~ J)o + 0(/4. (a) 

If greater accuracy is requbed, we note that 

J~,,+. l-g \ 1 - q ~  ] 

= - l ~  (1  - % j  

-~',~ ~/:~ l -  �9 �9 �9 - 

W e  ~equire the  snm of t he  fb:st t e rm of this sm'ies, namely ,  

e o  

We m u s t  sub t rac t  sui table t e r m s  f rom the integ]:and. 

=+~ f~d~=( r  + 1) -~ (q[,+a q;;+.a.) 

= @. + I ) ~  -,-+~/] < : , ~ , - l ~ , j ,  * [(:t-l~ra.),+ ~ (1 -z4 ,+q 

= DY',7~I( 1 ~ (1 -/~7~) - ' -1  [1 - {J~r(l + 7~)+ ~#Sr ( r -1 ) (1  + 7,~ + 7 [0 - i - , . . ] .  

}Ience we f ~ d  

s ~" [(i - - AZS) (1 '+ ~ - -~Z~%] ~q = ~ + 0@9. :,U~. -7)  -~ -,,J~' :' 
97a+i 
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~ - ~  - r y ~ - ~  --'gl~: ~J 

1 , 1 = - ( ]  - - r 6 c o )  i n  (1  - qo) + + + 

To obtain the coefficient of/c a we have only to use the method of undetermined coefll- 
eienes, adding W~[~(1 - ff)-:t +fi  +7q +8q a] be the integrand, and equating the eoe~cient  of 
/d to zero. 

Clearly if ]~ is small, D is ahnost independent of lc, while if 7c is lane ,  D is less than 
- I n  20" Whex # = 1, that  is to say, the fitness of a is zero, D = q0, for selection is complete 
after one generation; that  is go say, D = 1, very nearly. I f2o = 10 -r as suggested, 2)--9-2, 
provided selection is slow. ]if pc were as high as 0.01, or 1%,  D would s~ill be r while if 
it were as I0w as 10 -~, D would only be 1.3-8. 

The correction fie be made for the fact that  q~, does not become zero, but  reaches a small 
vaI,m set by the rate of back mw~ation, is negligible. I f  the final smal /va lue  is Q, (3) 
becomes 

D = ~ ln  2o + in  (1 - Q) 

= - h a p o - Q ,  

very nearly. I f  Q is about 10 -~ the error is of this order, though, of cot~rse, a slight loss of 
fitness eq~al to the back mutation rate will go on indefinitely. The same is true for other 
expressions such as (7). 

We may, therefore, take it tha t  when selection is fairly slow, the total mkmber of selec- 
tive deaths over all generations is atonally 5-I5 times the total number in the population 
in each generation, 10 times this number being a representative value. Whe~ lc exceeds {-, 
this mmaber is appreciably reduced. 

During the cm~rse of selection the value of/c may vary. I f  the "environment is changing 
progressively it will, on the whole, increase. But provided it is small this makes no dif- 
ferenca to the result. The cost of changing f from f~ to qz is 

_~ I - ~ \l - ~I " 

which is nearly independent o~ the value of/c. 

S E L E C T I O N  AT AN AUTCSOI~IAL LOCUS I_W A D I P L O I D  

Consider an autosomal pair of allets A and a in a large random mating population, with 
frecl~encies 2.~ and ~,~ in the nth generation. Let their relative fitnesses be as below: 

@.enogype A_A_ A a  a a  
F r e q u e n c y  p~ 2~ff~  ff~ 
F i tnes s  I I - lc 1 - K 

where K/> ~ i> 0. Let  # -  AK. t f  A = I, a is dominant as regards fitness. I f  A = [4 ]c = O, 
and a is recessive as regards fitness. A is usually between 1 and 0. I assume A~< t, fbr if 
1~ < 0, the gene A will not displace a completely, bu~ an equilibrium will be reached, while 
if # > K  selection witl not occur. [For ~he reasons give~, above i assume 2)0=5 • 1.0 .5 
~D/ess ~ is very small or zero, in which case ~0 may be about 0'01. 
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The fa'aetion of selective deaths ih the ~th generation is 

= KqZ2;~ + (1 - 2z) g~,,]. 

So %he tota.] deaths are She popttla%ion number mn]%iplied by 

n=x E [2z~+(l-sz) q~]. 

Also A h  = -2~ G[/c(i%- G) + K G J  
1 - 2 ]~PT~ as, - K q ~  

= -Kp,~% [ z + ( 1 -  2z) %], 

approximately. Using ~he same approximation as Before, 

-~_~ [-I.n~o+~ ~ (]-~-~~ 
' [  =~__~ -Ini%+~in 

(provided 2t < I) 

nearly. If, however, A = 1, 
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(~) 

( 6 )  

(D 

do (~-~)' 

U - ~  (1 -~) . I  
=2o -1 -h~ Pc + 0(/~). (8) 

I f  ) = 0  (A dominant), ~bhen from (7), D = - l n ; ~ o ,  if A= I~-, D = - 2 1 n i %  , if ~=~-, 
D =  - 4  ln i%-3-3 ,  and if ;~=0.9, D =  - 1 0  ]n j~o- 19'8. Thns if fro=5 x 10 -5, Inpo=9"9,  
and D ranges from 9"9 go about 79. I{owever, when A is nearly recessive, i% is probably 
somewhab large?: than 5 x 10 -5, and when it is f~dly recessive 2)o i.s more probably about 
0.01, giving/9 = 105 approximately, from (8). Tht~s D usually lies be~ween 10 and 100, 
wRh 30 as a representative value. 

We can find corrections to be made when K is not  small. They are analogous fie (4). In 
the limiting cases when X = 1, 1: = 0, D = ] approximately. While if K = ]c = 1, 

1 1 1 
D = ]  ~, 2 z F ~ + ~ + . . .  

- 1.~r2 - - 6  

= 1-645. 

Once again the value of D is not affected, by the ill%ensity of sdection provided[ this Js 
small, and is he[ very sensitive be the v a n e  of~) o. 
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S E L E C T I O x ~  zkT A N  A U T O S O i K A L  L O C ~ S  W I T I I  I IN'BP~EEDINQ 

If inbreeding is almost complete, as in self-fertilized crop plants, She deaths of hereto- 
zygotes ca~ be neglected., a~d equation (3) holds with sttff~eient accuracy. If  there is 
pa~:tial inbreeding, suppose tha~ gene freqtleneies and genotypie fitnesses are as in the last 
secLon, bu~ the mean coeifleien~ of inbreeding in the population i s f  instead of zero. Then 
the survivors of selection occtlr in the ratios 

(2',~ +tiling,,,) AA: 2(1-t:) (1 -f)2),~q,~ aa : (1  -K)(/P.,,/D, ~ q;) aa, 

I:[ence d,,~ = g,,[2~;(l --f) 1~,,~ + If(f2),,, ' + cL0], 

2( I - f )  h + f K +(1- f )  (K-2k)  g 
genes  D =  ( I - q )  [(1 @')k+fK+(I  - f )  (K-We) el] 

F (t-d)___A Z,(K-S,A q 

[ ( t-1 = [ K - ( 1  - f )  i]-1 _ K ]n ?o + ( 1  - f )  k ha \K+fI; -f]c]l  (9) 

ne~i'ly. I f  (1 -f)Tc =~K, 

That is ~o say, the effect of partial inbreeding is very ~early to replace I by (1 - f )  k i~ 
equation (7). The value of D is stigh~ly reduced, as if the heterozygotes were a lit~te fitter. 
But  D is never as Small as the value given by equation (3). I f  k=�89 D is divi&e& by 
(1 +f) .  Par$ial inbreeding thus saves a few deaths, but has little effect on the value of D. 
lmless A is recessive, when i~ reduces it drastically. 

~ E L E C T I O N  A T  A S E X - L I N K E D  L O C U S  I N  A D I P L O I D  

I assume males to be heterogametic. The results a~e the same, m,utatis ~u~c~dis, if females 
are so. I assume that  selection is so slow that  the gene frequencies are very nearly the 
same in both sexes. Let the frequencies and relative fitnesses be 

G e n o t y p e  A_& A a  a a  A a 
F r e q u e n c y  :p~ 2p~ ~ ~ 2~. ~ 
Fi%ness 1 : 1 - l~ : 1. - ~ : 1 : ]. - 

In fact the frequelldes of a differ in the two ~exes by a quantity of the m'der of r 

largest of k, K and ~, but ~his can pro~dsionaHy be neglected. The selective death-rates in 
females and males are respectively: 
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since there  are twice as m a n y  loci ill female  as in male  gametes  forming t he .nex t  genera- 
~ion. Thus,  t h e  toga.1 of female  selective death-r~tes  approx imates  to 

Jo (l-q) j "  
:Provided 2 K  + ~ > 2t~, 

D~ = 2 K  - 21; + l 

2 K - - ~ I c  + Z 

and similarly the  to ta l  for males  is 

aa In( ]-] D,, 2K--21[+~  2 0 +  \ 2 K - 2 # + Z ] _ J '  (12) 

If,  however ,  2K + ~ = 9/% which implies tha~ l; > K ,  unless 1 = 0, in which  case A is fully 
recessive as regards ,fitness in females,  

/9 =2 k-4] p~ 
3lpo (13) 

D~ 2 ( K + I ) "  

i t  is possible t h a t  a lmost  at] the selective m o r t a l i t y  should be concent ra ted  on the males. 
This will be  so ff K is small, p rovided 2K+ l > 2/~. This is tmIikety bllt  no t  impossible.  ]~or 
the lessons  discussed earlier this wmdd p robab ly  not  ease the  b ~ d e n  on the  species very  
great ly.  

The value  of/)0 would be abou t  I0 -~- provided t h a t  in the  pre l iminary  per iod A males 
were a t  an  appreciable  disadvantage.  The  m e a n  of D/and D m is 

D = 2 ( 2 K -  21~ + Z) ~)o . ~rf _ 2# + 1 ' 

unless 2 K  + l = 2k, when D = a(p o - b Po)- (15) 

If 2]c > 2 K  + l an  eq.ldlibri,lm is redo]led. 
We  see ~hat. the  cost of selection a t  a sex-l inked locus depends, as a t  an  au tosomal  loons, 

on - i n  Pc, and  on ~he rat ios of selective intensities, provided these are small.. The factor  
mul t ip ly ing  - i n  P0 will seldom be large. II, is, for example,  3 if K =  k = ~,, and  1 ff K = g, 
/c = O. Thus  a represe~ tadve  value  of D is 20, and it  wilt p robab ly  be be tween  10 and 40 in 
mos t  cases. I t  will not  be geeatIy increased ff the  go.no selected is comple te ly  recessive in 
females,  p rov ided  t ha t  it is of selective a d v a n t a g e  in males. 

SELECTION O~ ~:aT~OZYGOTES 

The  to ta l  dea th- ra tes  of  he terozygotes  a t  an  al~tosomal Iocus are given b y  

= 2A KEq**(I - q,~). 
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This approximates to 

=2z  F ~ 

. _  9~i ~o!-, ,, q}l 
= 

If 1 > X > 0, D)~ = ~ l/i , 

except when k=-}, when D~=2. 

If k = l ,  D1~= - 2  ln;%. (16) 

Over the range considered/)l~ is a mou.o~one increasing ftmotion of ~, being 0.5~9 when 
A=0.1, and r when A=0.9. Thai  is to say tmless A is very nearly fruity, or A almost 
recessive as regards adaptive value, D~ is small, kaad it is always a small fraction of D. 
Dtkdng most of the course of a gear substitution he%rozygotes are rare. 

It can easily be shown that  in the ease of a sex-linked locus the ~otal deaths of hetero- 
zygous females a r e  

D~ 

tmless K=2]c, when D~-gK/(K+Z). These are also relatively small nnJasbers. 
In a recent discussion on natural selection (/:Ialdane, t9.56B) I gave the total numbers of 

heterozygotes produced in the coarse of a gene snbstitution, or ]r ~D h. The restflts ai'e 
eqvzivalen& Since so few heterozygotes are ki~ect, there can, in the eot~rse of a gene 
replacement, be lit~Ie sdection i~ favour of genes raising the s of heterozygotes by  
altering dominance or otherwise, tmless they affect homozygotes also. 

DISCUSSION 

The unit proaess of evohttion, the substitubion of one allsl by another, if carried carl by 
nurtural seleetio~ based[ on juvenile deaths, usually involves a nnmber of deaths eq~tal to 
abmzt 10 or 20 times the num]~cr in a generation, always exceeding this number, and per- 
haps rarely being I00 times this num])er. To allow for occasional high values I take 30 as a 
mean. I f  natural seleo{,ion acts by diminished fertility the effect is equivalenfi. 

Suppose {,hen that  selection is taking- place slowly at a number of loci, the average rate 
being one gene substitution J.n each ~a generations, the fitness of the species concerned will 
fail below the optimttm by a factor of abou~ 30~ -I so long as ~his is small I f  the depres- 
sion is larger we reason as follows. If  a number of loci are concerned, ~he/ th  depressing 
fitness by a small qnanti ty 8~, the mean n,v/iber of l.oci transformed per generation is 
D-* v8 i or about @-~ NO. s. The fitness is reduced ~o f I (1-8 i )  or about exp (-28, i) .  But  
~,=30/.~,8~, roughly. Tkns, the ~tness is about e -a~ or the intensity of selection 
I = 30~-I; 

To be conm'ete, if a species had immigrated into an environmellO where its reprod~mtive 
capacity was half ~hat obtainable after selecti.on had rl~n its course, so that  [ = i n  2 = 0-69, 
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would b~ 4.3. This represents, in my opinion, fair]y intense selection, of the order of that 
found in Bis'to~ betuZaria, where it has had a rapid affect because it was concenl,rated on a 
phenotytfic change due mainly to a single gene. I doubt  if such high in.tensi~ies of seleo~ 
tion have been common in the eom'se of evolution. I think ~z= 300, which would give 
t =0-1, is a more probable figure. Whereas, for example, ~z=7-5 would reduce the fitness 
to e -~, or 0-02, which would hardly be compatible with sttrvival. 

We do not know a~ how m a n y  loci two ' good '  buff fairly closely related species differ. 
Their taxonomic characters m a y  depend mainly on as few as twenty  gene sttbstitutions. 
But  there is every reason to think tha t  substitutions have occurred a t  a grea~ many  other 
loci. Punnet~ (1932) showed tha t  among eighteen fully recessive mutan t s  in Lathy'rus 
odo~'aats which he s~udied the viability increased wi~h the t ime which had elapsed 
since the muta t ion  occurred. In  Table 1 t have presented the da ta  of his Table VI  
in a differen~ form. The second column is the estimated viability. I f  d dominants and r 

Table 1. Punnett's datcb on sweet Teas 

l~lu~an% Viab i l i t y  s.]~. 

g~ WhiCe 1.037 0 .024  
a 1 I~ed 1.021 0.017 
b 1 Light ax i l  1-011 0-017 
/~ VFhite 0.996 0 .038 
d~ Pieo~ee 0.998 0.022 
a~ l~ound pollen 0"990 0'024 

b, S~erile 0-988 0-017 
a~ ttooded 0'977 0-021 
e Cupid 0.970 0-032 
f, Bush 0-936 0-030 
d~ ~Blue 0.931 0.0~4 
g~ ~{~uve 0.917 0.03I 
d 1 Acaci~ 0.964 0-020 
34 Smoo~h @940 0-020 
3 2 Copper 0,909 0.040 
h Spencm' @897 0.030 
5 a Crs~fl~ 0'880 0-048 
f~ Ma.rbled 0-87.i 0-023 

reoessives are f o ~ d  out of % this is 3r/(d+ I) (t-Ialdane, 1956c) and its standard error 
is 3~/(r~,/~/3). Tile standard errors are given in tlhe third column. The ~st group of 
mutan t s  occurred in wild populations, in the eighteenth, or possibly in the early ~ne -  
teenth,  centre:y. The second group originated between 1880 and 1899. The third group 
originated between I901 and 1912. In  each group the order is tha t  of viabiIities. None of 
the viabilities in the s  grou]? differs significantly f rom unity, nor does their mean. 
I know of .no equally satisfactory series of data  in any other organism.. IV seems tha t  a 
mutan~ on appearance is generally somewhat  inviable. But  ingeJJse selectio~ exercised by 
breeders accumulates 'modifiers '  which, in the course of s year,s or so, raise its viability 

in F 2 to normal. 
Presumably  ~he same kind of process occurs i~ evoNtion. The number  of loci in a verge- 

brace species has been estimated a t  abou~ 40,000. ' Good'  species, even when closd.y related, 
m a y  differ a't several the usand loci, even if the differences at  most  of them a]:e Very slight, 
Bue i~ takes as many  deaths, or their eqnivalents, to replace a. ge.ne by  one producing a 
bare ly  disth.~gtfishable phenoty]?e as b y  one producing a very different one. I f  two species 
differ a t  1000 loci, and the mean ra~e of gene substitution, as has been suggested, is one 
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per 300 generations, it will take at least 300,000 generations to generate an interspecific 
difference. I t  may take a good deal more, for Lf an. aim a J. is ~fltimately replaced by ~1o 
the pop,darien may pass through stages where the commonest genoeype at the locus is 
d d ,  a% ~', esa a, and so on, successively, the various allels in turn giving maximal fitness in 
the existing environment and the residual genotype. Simpson (1953) finds the mean life of 
a germs of' Carnivora to be about 8 million years. That of a species ixi horotelic vertebrate 
evolution may average about a million. 

Zetmer (19.i5), after a very full discussion of the Pleistocene fossil reeord~ conceded that  
in mammals abottt 500,000 years were required %r the evolution of a new species, though 
in the vole genera M#no~,~y.s and A~'vies the rate was somewhat greater. Some insects 
seem to have evened at abou~ the same rate, while other insects, and all molluscs, 
evolved more slowly. I-~e estimated the total duration of the Pleistocene at 600,000 years, 
but some later authors wend about halve this 5.gure. On the other hand environmental 
changes during the Pleistocene were unusually rapid, a~d evolution, therefore, probably 
also unnsualty rapid. The agreement with ~he theory here developed is satisfactory. 

Some writers, sack as Fisher (1930, 19310, appear to assume that the number of Loci at 
which 'modis for example, genes affecting the dominance of other genes, may be 
selected, is indefinitely Large. The number of loci is, however, finite. But even if enough 
modifiers were available, the selechon of, say, ten modifiers which between them caused a 
previously dominant mutant to become recessive, wend involve the death of a number of 
mdividuals equal to about 300 generations of the spe.eies concerned. Even the geological 
time scale is too short for such processes to go on in respect of thousands of loci. P~enwick 
(t956) has made it very probable that dominance modifiers occur at the mutan5 Icons, 
and if so recessivity may often be assured by strengthenhlg the 'wild-type' ariel (Wright 
193r tIaldane, 1939). 

Can this slowness be avoided by selecting several genes at a time? I doubt it, for the 
following reason, Consider clonalLy reproducing bacteria, in which a number of disadvan- 
tageous genes are present, kept in being by mutation, each with frequencies of the order of 
10 -4. They become slightly advantageous ~hrough a change os environment or residual 
genotype. Among 10 ~ bacteria there might be one which possessed t~ee  such mutants. 
But since ~he cost of selection is proportional to the negative logarithm of ~he initial 
frequency the mean cost of selecting its descendants wo~dd be the same as that of selection 
for the three mutants in series, though the process might be q~dcker. The same argument 
applies to mutants linked by an inversion. Once several favonrable mutants are so linked 
the inversion may be qmcldy selected. But the rarity of inversions containmg several 
rare and favonrable mutants wilt leave the cost unaltered. 

There can, of course, be other reasons for the slowness of evolution. In some cases 
several genes must be substituted sim~fltaneously before fitness is increased. This process 
can perhaps occur in ~wo ways. On the one hand in. a species broken up into small endo- 
gamous groups such a combination of genes may be established by a random process of 
~drift' (Wright, 1934- and earlier) or a single founder crossing-a geographical barrier may 
possess them (Spurway, I953). Or they may be linked by a~. fl~version. But such events 
are not perhaps very frequent eve~l on an evolutionary time scale. On the other hand, 
each gene may change by a number of small successive steps, lmisher's (1930, pp. 38-~L0) 
argument is applicable here, though he may have envisaged changes at a large number of 
loci, rather t]]am successive ehs.nges at a few. In either case the cost is h~gh and the 
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process mnst, ~herefore, be slow. The slowness of evolution of such all organ, as %h.e 
vertebrate eye ]s thus intelligible. 

Evolution by  natural selection can be very rapid if' a .species, like the fare% land verge- 
brutes, or the ibst  cdlonists of an island, finds itself in an environment to which it is very 
ill-adapted, but  in which it has no competition, and perhaps no predators and few para- 
sites. I f  so selection might be so intense as to reduce the capacity tbr increase to one- 
tenth  of that  of its. adapted descendants, and it could yet  hold its own. Such episodes 
hays  doubtless been important, and account for tachye, elie (Simpson, 1953) evolution. 
But ~hey are probably exceptional. 

On the whole it seems that  the rate of evolution is set by the number of loci in a genome, 
and the number of stages through which they can mutate.  }f pre-0ambrian organisms had 
much fewer loci than their descendants, they may have evolved m~zch quicker, though the 
possibilities open to them were more iimited. 

The calculations .regarding heterozygotes enable us to answer certain questions. 
Ks%%lowell (1956 b) has evidence tha t  C in Bi~'~o~ beStial'is is now more dominant than it 
was in the nineteenth century. CC is now usually indistinguishable from Cc by hi, man 
beings, and probably by birds. This is ~hought to be due tb selection of one or more genes 
which moclify dominance. The ~alue of i in equations (5) to (8) has decreased from about 
, to nearly zero. I f  A was originally ~., ~ the total number of Cc moths killed selectively 
was about twice the nnmber in a generation, and since A diminished, it can hardffy be as 
many as this. 

Now supposing a modifier iV/which made Cc as dark as CC had been selected by deaths 
of heterozygotes which did not carry i% the natm-al logarithm of its frequency w o i d  have 
increased by about 4, from equation (7). That is to say its frequency would have increased 
abo~t d,  or 55 times. This is certainly an overestimate, since fewer heterozygotes wo~dd 
have been killed as soon as the modifier became at all common. Probably a twenty-fold 
increase is the most that  co]rid be expected. This is not enough to make C almost always 
dominant  when it was previously semi-dominans 

However, two other possibilities are open. I t  is quite possible tha t  at the present time 
Cc has a higher adaptive v a n e  than CC, and this accounts for the persistence of cc in all 
popxflations studied. I f  so the proportion of Cc moths may be much higher that  it would 
be if CC had a higher adaptive value ~han Co. In fact A may sometimes at  least be 
negative in. equation (5), leading to balanced polymorphism. Another possibility is that  
M improves the physiological adjastmen.t of CC. Suppose, for example: that  C is respon- 
sible for a tyrosinase or a similar enzyme absent in cc, and that  CC moths ]?reduce twice 
as much of this enzyme as Cc. 2'hen if the subsgrate concentration is low, it  may not be 
possible for Cc moths to make enough melanin to become i'nlly black. However, GO 
moths may use up most of the available phenolic subs%rate, and the resulting shortage 
may lead to ill-health. There will then be selection for a gone M which leads to the 
synthesis of more snbstra ee, and incidentally permits Cc moths to make enough melanin to 
appear as black as CC. This is, of eom'se, only one of many hypotheses, But  it is impor~ 
tan% to realize that  a detains%toe modifier may be selected for its effect on homozygotes. 

To conehde, I ~m quite aware that  my conclusions will p~obably ~sed drastic revision. 
]~ut I am convinced that  quantitative arguments of the kind here put forward should play 
a part  in all Ntu:ce discussions of evolution. 
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Unless  selec~ion is v e r y  i.:n~ense, ~]le number  o:f dea ths  needed  to secm:e ~he subs t i t u t i on ,  

b y  na t t~ 'a l  selec~io~., of  one ger~e lbr  anogher a~ a locus, is independen~ of ~b.e ingensi~.y of  

solesglen. I t  is ofgen abou t  g0 ~imes ~h.e number  of organisms  in a ger~eraeion. I~ is sug- 

ges ted  ~ha~, in h.orotdie evoh~tion, the  meat~ t ime  ~ake~l for each gone sabs t i~u t ion  is 
abou~ 300 generagions. This accords wi th  ~he observed  slowness of evolut ion.  
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